2021 Cat 1 Forest Landscape Restoration
for climate-adaptive estate landscape

Brief introduction
The project focuses on the estate zone of the Baakse Beek region(Gelderland province, the Netherlands), which is facing
environmental problems mainly caused by historical human intervention and climate change. Besides, in the estate zone, as
the land use changing caused by intense land reclamation and consolidation, the current agriculture productive landscape
makes it not easy to perceive the rich historical layers.
Application of the FLR framework in the estate zone
- Nature Types -

- Adaptive FLR Framework -

swamps
damp and chopping wood
botanically valuable grassland
park or stinsenforest
moist hay field
moist forest with production
herb and fauna rich grassland
herbs and fauna-rich field
rugged field
river and stream accompanying forest
high and low peat forest

afforestation

without trees covered
forest land

agricultural land

buffer area and protective land

dry heather
pine oak and beech forest
dry barren grassland
crops/farm land

reforestation

existing (degraded) forests

silviculture

under permanent management

agroforestry

under intermittent management

improved fallow

degraded mangrove

mangrove restoration

other protective land or buffer

riparian tools, e.g.
remeandering, rabatten
forest restoration, ripairian buffering, etc..

Legend
agroforest
existing forest
hedgerow fringed
reforestation

Het Medler
De Wiersse
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riparian buffer
afforestation
smart farm/ crops field
agriculture activity exprience

This design intervention primarily focuses on the
territory of two estates, Het Medler and De Wiersse,
where ecological restoration of the aquatic ecosystem and cultural-historical landscape experience
can be strengthened by utilizing Forest Landscape
Restoration(FLR).

Forest park with mixed tree species

FLR in Het Medler and De Wiersse
De Wiersse
legend
1. existing buildings in the estate
2. existing estate park and orchard
3. trail in forest
4. rabatten forest experience
5. forest meadow
6. historic stream
7. agriculture forest
8. vegetable garden
9. forest park
10. existing road towards the castle

Het Medler
legend
1. existing buildings in the estate
2. existing road towards the castle
3. estate experience garden
4. historic farm house and agriculture garden
5. estate heritage and agriculture garden
6. trails in forest
7. forest meadow
8. forest park
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By restoring forest landscape, it provides a green infrastructure to the estate zone to gain more spatial experience, ecological
benefits, as well as cultural value, so that vulnerable aquatic eco-environment and cultural identity can be promoted.The
project also aims to design a climate-adaptive estate landscape as a green infrastructure that connects the estates, local
history, ecology value and societal value through forest landscape restoration.

‘Rabatten Bos’ Restoration for historical landscape experience

Helophyte filters in moad for water purification

